
MIQ = 17 amu e-1. The scan at 1045 U.T.
showed very few ions at the higher masses

because the plasma flow speed was below
the low-velocity threshold ofthe instrument
(80 km sec') between 1050 and 1110 U.T.
,when in the comet tail.

All four scans show peaks in the mass

range occupied by ions of the water group

(OH+, H20+, H30+), which were much
more abundant than 0+. H20+ appeared to
be the most abundant ion in the mass range
of the instrument, and we attribute the
shoulder on the high mass side ofthe H20+
peak at H30+. The scan at 1106 U.T.
showed a small but significant peak near

MIQ = 28 amu e- , probably due to CO+
or HCO+. Both H20+ and CO+ have been
observed spectroscopically in co'rets (3),
and H30+ is a prominent constituent in
models (15-17).
The scans at 1023 and 1106 U.T. show a

significant peak at 23.5 to 25 amu e-.
While this could be due to a sudden density
fluctuation of at least a factor of 5, this
seems unlikely since the spacecraft was well
dear of the comet tail at the times of the
observations (1038 and 1119 U.T., respec-
tively). The significance of this MIQ peak
can be judged from the contour plot in Fig.
5. There is a well-developed and isolated
peak at 23.5 amue' c MIQs 25 amu el
to which more than six different bins in the
M/Q versus V plane contribute. The size of
this peak relative to that attributed to H20+
makes interpretation difficult, but a possible
candidate in this mass range is Na+. Atomic
sodium (23 amu e-') has been observed in
cometary spectra, but, with rare exceptions
(18), only in comets close to the sun. Al-
though the abundance of sodium is small,
the rate of ionization is large, and, once

formed, Na+ has a long lifetime. Thus the
relative abundance of Na+ may be strongly
enhanced in comparison to the molecular
ions. Another candidate for this peak could
be C2 (24 amu e-); its neutral counterpart
is regularly observed in comets, although
Giacobini-Zinner has anomalously low
abundances of C2; furthermore, the rate of
photodissociation is several times that of
photoionization for C2.

The velocities and velocity widths of the
ions in each of the mass peaks are also
evident in Fig. 5. The variation of the
velocities ofthe different ions may simply be
due to the fact that the ions were sampled at
different distances from the tail axis or from
their source and thus could reflect differ-
ences in ion production rates and subse-
quent interactions with the ambient flow
field. The ion velocity widths are small

compared to the mean velocities. To decide
whether this is characteristic of the local
conditions or is a cumulative effect, informa-
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tion about the direction from which the ions
are flowing is needed. The peaks visible in

the scans at 1023, 1106, and 1127 U.T. in

Fig. 4 show some variations in M/Q posi-
tion. While some of these variations may be
due to changes in the angle between the
plasma flow axis and the instrument axis, we
do not rule out the possibility that the
composition may vary with the distance
from the comet axis.
The results obtained by the ICI at the

encounter with Giacobini-Zinner show that
the comet fits the generally suggested pic-
ture of cometary structure and interaction
quite well, with the exception of the unex-

pectedly large peak tentatively attributed to
Na+.
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Plasma Wave Observations at Comet Giacobini-Zinne

FREDERICK L. ScAR.F, FERDINAND V. CORONITI, CHARLEs F. KENNEL,
DONALD A. GURNETr, WING-HUEN Ip, EDWARD J. SMrrH

lhe plasma wave instrument on the International Cometary Explorer (ICE) detected
bursts of strong ion acoustic waves almost continuously when the spacec*aft was
within 2 million kilometers ofthe nuudeus ofcomet Giaiobini-Zinner. Electromagnetic
whistlers and low-level electron plasma oscillations were also observed in this vast
region that appears to be associated with heavy ion pickup. As ICE came closer to the
anticipated location ofthe bow shock, the electromagnetiq and electrostatic wave levels
increased significantly, but even in the midst of this turbulence the wave instrument
detected structures with familiar bow shock characteristics -that were well correlated
with observations of localized electron heating phenomena. Just beyond the visible
coma, broadband waves with amplitudes as high as any ever detected by the ICE
plasma wave instrument were recorded. These waves may account for the significant
electron heating observed in this region by the ICE plasma probe, and these
observations of strong wave-particle interactions may provide answers to long-
standing questions concerning ionization processes in the vicinity of the coma. Near
closest approach, the plasma wave instruent deed broadband electrostatic noise
and a anging'pattern of weak eledtron plasma oscillations that yielded a density
profile for the outer layers of the cold plasma tail. Near the tail axis tie plasma wave
instrumeAit also detected a nonunifonn flux of dust impacts, and a preliminary profile
ofthe Giacobini-Zinner dust distribution for micrometer-sized particles is presented.
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Fig, 1. Overview ofplasma wave observations (128-second peak amplitudes in 11 electric field channels
and five magnetic field channels) for a 3-day period centered around dosest approach to comet
Giacobini-Zinner at 1102 U.T., 11 September 1985. The detection of enhanced electrostatic and
electromagnetic wave levels throughout the 3-day interval is interpreted in terms of the traversal of a
vast pickup region where cometary ions interact strongly with the solar wind.

became so strong and continuous that it was
difficult to identify thin bow shock struc-
tures. Closer to the nucleus, even higher
plasma wave amplitudes were detected as

ICE traversed a region of very strong com-

et-solar wind coupling; electrostatic and
electromagnetic wave levels tneasured just
beyond the visible coma were as intense as

any signals previously recorded by this wave
mstrument.

In additiot, the two wave instruments on
ICE provided profiles of the cold plasma
tail, as did similar instruments in the cases of
the Io torus at Jupiter (2) and the Titan
exosphere (3). Finally, the ICE plasma wave
instrument successfully detected dust im-
pacts at Giacobini-Zinner, just as the Voy-
ager 2 wave instrument had detected dust at

Saturn's rings (4).
The ICE measurements at Giacobini-Zin-

ner indicate that many important cotnetary
processes are influenced by microscopic
plasma physics phenomena to an extent not
anticipated in fluid dynamic or magnetohy-
drodynamic models.

Overal interaction region. For the encoun-

ter with Giacobini-Zinner, the ICE plasma
wave instrument was operated in its custom-
ary cruise mode, with the 16-channel spec-

trum analyzer (18 Hz to 100 kHz) connect-

ed to one of the 90-m (tip-to-tip) electric
antenna systems and the eight-channel ana-

lyzer (18 Hz to 1 kHz) connected to the
magnetic search coil (5). The search coil
output als6 went to a spectrum analyzer in
the vector helium magnetometer experi-
ment; this unit has channels at 0.32 Hz (the
spacecraft spin rate), 3.2 Hz, and 8.8 Hz. At
the spacecraft telemetry rate of 1 kbit sec',
Ave obtained one 16-channel E-field spec-
trum every second, one eight-channel B-
field spectrum every 32 seconds, and one

three-channel B-field spectrum every 64 sec-

onds.

Long before closest approach, ICE start-
ed to detect wave activity related to the
comet, and similar signals were observed
after the encounter (Fig. 1). Mid-frequency
electric field turbulence started near 0400
universal time (U.T.) on 10 September,
when ICE was 2.3 x 106 km from the
nucleus, and the E-field levels increased
nearly continuously until ICE was within 1
hour of closest approach. Some of the obvi-
ous changes in the wave activity during this

ICE, 11 Sept. 1985
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period were related to varying interplanetary
conditions, such as those at 1400 U.T. on

10 September, which were associated with a

solar wind discontinuity. However, since
the magnetic field was generally not orient-
ed in the spacecraft-comet direction during
this 3-day interval, these waves do not repre-

sent the customary foreshock turbulence,
which is generated by reflected or acceler-
ated solar wind ions; instead, we associate
most of this turbulence with passage
through a pickup region containing energet-
ic cometary ions.

The plasma wave activity after encounter
was generally similar to that detected earlier.
During the ICE outbound pass, the E-field
turbulence levels were considerably more

variable and the magnetic sensor provided
the most continuous information on the
extent of the region affected by cometary
ions. (On 10 September the magnetc tur-
bulence level was also elevated at large dis-
tances, but there was no dear change at
0400 U.T., when the electrostatic wave

activity started to become more or less con-

tinuous.) On 12 September, the low-fre-
quency magnetic activity remained high un-

til 2300 U.T., when ICE was at a distance of
2.7 x 106 kmi which we interpret as the end
of the primnary comet-related disturbance
that persisted continuously from the time of
closest approach. In fact, very similar mag-
netic activity was detected fr.n 0500 to
1800 U.T. on 13 September, suggesting
that strong interactions occurred to a dis-

tance of at least 4.3 x 106 km from the
nucleus.

aLLL. The energetic particle detectors were gen-

erally able to determine that this extended
region of disturbance contained heavy ions
having energies greater than 30 keV (6). Ip
(7) showed that significant concentrations
ofO+ and OH' would persist to a distance

1IAi of2 x 106 km for a comlet with a gas output

of about 5 x 1028 molecules per second; if
these heavy ions were picked up by the solar
wind, then they would have typical energies
of 20 to 30 keV and the resulting nonther-

E
mal plasma distributions could readily pro-

- E duce the observed ion acoustic waves as well
_ as the low-frequency magnetic turbulence.

Thus we conclude that, during a 4-day
period, ICE detected electric and magnetic

B
Fig. 2. Details of the E- and B-wave measure-

ments within 375,000 km of dosest approach.
Each panel has a plot of the peak amplitude
measured in a 128-second interval. For all 16 E-
field channels and the top eight Brfield channels
the vertical scale corresponds to a variation ofnine
orders of magnitude in wave energy; the two
lowest frequency B-field channels (which show
saturation here) have somewhat smaller dynamic
ranges. Since launch in August 1978, the ICE
plasma wave instrument never detected stronger

1600 U:T. signals than those shown here.
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Fig. 3. Detection of thin structures that have characteristics of conventional bow shock traversals
example, upstream electron plasma oscillations and ion acoustic waves plus broadband turbukc
spectra). These shocks or subshocks were detected near the locations predicted by magnetohydrc
namic models, and there were localized changes in electron temperature. However, at least the inboi
case did not represent a conventional bow shock encounter.
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turbulence generated directly by ions from
Giacobini-Zinner. The observed size of the
turbulent region is consistent with many

calculations of the extent of the heavy ion
cloud for a comet at 1 astronomical unit
(AU).

Strong interaction region. The most intense
plasma waves were detected as ICE ap-

proached to within a few hundred thousand
kilometers of the nucleus. Figure 2 shows

n the 128-second peak profiles in all 16 E-field
ustic channels and in 10 B-field channels for a 10-
ves hour interval centered on closest approach.

For each of the E- and B-field channels with
frequencyf> 8.8 Hz, the logarithmic am-

plitude scale in Fig. 2 (and in Figs. 1, 3, 4,
and 5) from the bottom to the top of each
channel panel represents an increase ofmore
than nine orders of magnitude in signal
intensity. It can be seen that near 0930 to
0945 U.T. and again near 1145 U.T., the
1.8- and 3.1-kHz electric field channels were

(for almost saturated. In fact, the 3.2- and 8.8-
encye Hz magnetic channels did become saturated
und here; these channels have a more restricted

dynamic range, but during the seven previ-
ous years of ICE operation within the solar
wind and geomagnetic tail, saturation levels
were detected rarely. Thus the signals mea-

sured by the ICE plasma wave instrument
during the comet encounter were as strong
as any ever recorded by this instrument.

Before about 0830 U.T. and after 1220
U.T., intense ion acoustic wave- (0.6 <f
< 10 kHz), whistler mode (f< 100 Hz)
and lower hybrid (F < 10 Hz) wave levels
were detected as ICE traversed a region
with increasing fluxes (6) of pickup ions.
[Although specific names are used for the
plasma wave modes, the wave mode identifi-
cation is incomplete. The primary basis for
identification involves evaluation of the
wave frequency in terms ofthe characteristic
frequencies of the plasma (electron and ion
cyclotron and plasma frequencies). In addi-
tion, we identify electromagnetic modes by
examining the search coil response, but have
not yet distinguished between modes polar-
ized parallel or perpendicular to the magnet-
ic field.] However, between 0910 and 1020
U.T. and again between 1130 and 1220
U.T., all the wave intensities became much
higher. During this time, ICE moved into
a region with higher magnetic fields (8),

Fig. 4. (Bottom) High-resolution plot of all the
individual E-field data points in the region of
peak wave turbulence (beyond the visible coma).
(Top) Selected E and B spectra showing high
peak-to-average ratios and broad frequency extent
(for E) and a high whistler mode spectral peak
(for B). ICE was evidently in a region of very
strong coupling between the comet and the solar
wind during this entire period.
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increased fluxes of energetic ions (6), and
increased electron temperatures (9). In addi-
tion, ions with much higher energies ap-

peared. This may have been associated with
the pickup of heavier ions such as CO',
HCO+, and the like, since the calculations
by Ip (7) indicate that the heavy ion popula-
tion becomes significant at a distance of
about 105 km. The intense plasma wave

activity throughout this inner region sug-

gests that wave-particle interactions con-

tributed significantly to the coupling of
solar wind and comet ions, to the heat-
ing of the electrons, and to enhancements
of the ionization processes, which could
produce inhomogeneous flow structures
(10).
Thin shock-like boundaries were encoun-

tered near the boundaries of the regions of
maximum plasma wave activity. A cometary
bow shock should be affected by heavy ion
pickup, which inertially loads (and hence
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decelerates) the incoming solar wind. The
resulting shock is weakened, and it may even

disappear if mass loading leads to subsonic
flow (11). Since a plasma wave instrument
detects a characteristic temporal sequence

when a planetary bow shock is traversed, the
wave observations can provide significant
information about the existence and struc-
ture of such a collisionless shock at a comet.
In fact, from the point of view of the wave

measurements alone, we found that normal
types of shock structures were detected dur-
ing the comet encounter. This is illustrated
in Fig. 3, in which unaveraged electric field
amplitudes are plotted for two short time
intervals surrounding the shock crossings.
In each case, the upstream region (before
0911 and after 2020 U.T.) has electron
plasma oscillations and ion acoustic waves,
and the apparent shock crossing is character-
ized by the presence ofbroadband impulsive
turbulence.

11301030 lr100 I
Broadband electrostatic noise

Fig. 5. (Bottom) High-resolution plot showing the general lack of intense mid- and hif
electric field turbulence during the crossing of the visible coma (roughly 1032 to 1132
arrows mark regions with broadband electrostatic noise bursts. (Top) Expanded plot ofhij
measurements showing weak electron plasma oscillations or upper hybrid resonance en
electron density scale on right) that characterize the cold plasma tail ofGiacobini-Zinner. 1V
et al. (14) have a comprehensive density plot extending up beyond our range.

380

Ne
(cm-a)

200

For the outbound case there were nearly
simultaneous changes in the plasma parame-
ters, magnetic field profile, and energetic ion
flux that tend to support the bow shock
crossing interpretation. However, for the
inbound event there were no rapid changes
in magnetic field strength and direction (8)
or plasma density and velocity (9) to sup-
port a conventional shock identification;
however, there was an increase in electron
temperature at 0911 U.T., in coincidence
with a broadband noise burst. In fact, for
the inbound pass several similar thin wave
structures were detected between 0827 and
0911 U.T., but these were related to elec-
tron heat conduction variations rather than
to temperature changes. Thus for the in-
bound pass the interaction resembles that
found during the AMPTE (active magneto-
sphere particle tracer explorers) lithium and
barium releases, where the detection of in-
tense localized and shock-like plasma wave
activity was not well correlated with corre-
sponding changes in other plasma parame-
ters (12).

Figure 4 provides more detailed informa-
tion about the most intense plasma wave
activity detected in the region downstream

100 from the inbound shock or subshock. Dur-
ing the interval 0930 to 1000 U.T., the solar
wind speed dropped significantly; the solar

50 wind density, temperature, and magnetic
field increased in a broad fluctuating transi-
tion zone (8, 9); and the fluxes of 35- to
240-keV ions increased steadily, peaking at

_20 1005 U.T. (6). At this time ICE was in a

10 region of strong coupling between the solar
-10 wind and the cometary plasma. These

1 1 15 U.T. changes are consistent with the concept that,
during this particular 30-minute interval,

__j ICE was crossing a thick (38,000 kIn) and
diffuse kind of shock, and the detection of
exceedingly high levels ofplasma turbulence
suggests that significant plasma dissipation
occurred in the diffuse shock-like transition.

During this period, the E-field spectrum

Lji
was very broad, extending from 56 Hz to 56
kHz, and the emissions had an impulsive

iw nature (note the unusually high peak-to-
average ratio in the upper spectral plot of

Fig. 4). The highest frequency waves (31

No and 56 kHz) must be electron plasma oscil-
lations or upper hybrid resonance emissions.

Both the peak and average electric fieid
spectra (upper right in Fig. 4) were remark-
ably flat from 56 Hz to 1L8 kHz; the

1200 U.T. secondary spectral peak at 31 kHz was near
the local electron plasma frequency for the

selected 5-minute interval. In the wave mag-
gh-frequency netic field spectrum in Fig. 4, the 100-Hz
I U.T.). The peak corresponds to about 0.2 to 0.25 ofthe
gh-frequency local electron cyclotron frequency, which
nissions (see
leyer-Vernet suggests that the waves were in the whistler

mode. Whistlers are typically generated by a
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distribution of superthermal electrons widt
highr fluxes perpendicular to the magic
field than paralle to the field (13). For
B = 18 nT and N= 10 cm-3, such elec-
trons would need parallel energies near
(ftf) (B2I8iN) = 140 eV to excite the ob-
served whistders (B is magnetic field
stegtd, ft is electron cydotron fiequenc,
N is electron density, andfis the meured
wave frequency). This value for the parallel
energy is higher than the nasured thermal
cnergy by a factor ofabout 4 (9). The quasi-
linear pitch angle scattering time would be
about 300 seconds based on use of the
average wave amplitude.
The electric oscillations withf< 10 kHz

may have been generated by cross-ficld
beam or anisotropy instbilites asi
with cometary ions. These waves also inter-
act with electrons, and a quasi-linear csti-
mate gives an electron scattering or heating
tme ofapproximately 1500 sconds. Ifclec-
trons could be contained in the in on
region for a comparable time, then this mid-
fquency electric field turbulence could sig-
nificany afe the electron energy balance.
Coma and tai. The visible coma ofcomet

Giacobini-Zinner was traversed in a period
of slighy less dtan 1 hour centered around
1102 U.T. The inner coma contained rela-
tively low levels of plasma wave actvity
(Fig. 5). However as ICE traversed this
quiet plasma region, the two wave instru-
ments deteted signals that provided unique
infonnation about the characteristics of the
cold plasma tail.
The lower panel in Fig. 5 shows distinct

high-fiequency activity between about 1045
and 1115 U.T., and the upper panel con-
tains an expanded plot of the E-field ampli-
tudes in the top three plasma wave channes.
We assume that these emissions are at the
cectron plasma fiequency, and the scale on
the right then gives equivalent electron den-
sity. The simplified profile for the electron
plasma frequency,fp, can be used to derive
N(t) orN(z), where z is the i across
the tail; thus, we find that the 30 cmn3
density level of the tail was traversed in
about 11.5 minutes, corresponding to a
distane of 15,000 kn, while the central
"core" with N > 120 cmn3 had a thickness
of only about 4000 kim. The 24-channel
ICE radio mapping investipnon has over-
lapping coverage down to 30 kHz and many
additional cha ls extending up to 2 MHz.
Mgeyr-Vernet et al. (14) used their high-
sensitivity and high-requency resolution to
derive a detailed profile of the plasma tem-
prature and density thoughut the tail
crossing. Although the radio profilc shows
more strucure than the onc plotted here,
the two sets of nmasurements appear to be
in agrenecnt. For instnce, the 100-kHz
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Fig. 6. ICE tajetory, as soen by a ground-based
viewer, together with a plot of the relative ratc of
dust impacts detcd by dte plasma wave intru-
ment

rcsponse between 1103 and 1106 U.T.
shows several peaks, and the stuctured den-
sity profile of Meyer-Vernet et a{. shows
sevea excursions trough the N = 123
cn-3 level here.

In Earth's magnetosphere and in the plas-
im environment ofVenus, tie til boumdary
is generally chracterized by the presencc of
baband eletostatic noise (15), and simi-
lar waves were detected at Titan (3). The
bottom panel in Fig. 5 shows several broad-
band noise bursts that could repesent the
comet tail bounday in a similar way. If this
interpreation is correc, then it sugests
that the comet tail had a width ofmore than
32,000 km along the ICE trajectory.
Cmetay dust. During the 1-hour cs-

ing of the coma region, the ICE plasma
wave instrument alsodc relatively few
isolated impulse. These signals had spctral
chartristics similar to plasma wave im-
pulse detected when Voyager 2 crsed
San's ring plane. Thcse were subut-
ly intrpreted as dust impacts from dte G
ring (4); similarly, we inerprctthe ICE
impules in terms of die cossing of the
Giacobini-Zinner dust tail. Figure 6 shows
the spacecraft trajectory as seen from Eart,
along with a preliminay profil
of dust impacts across the come tail; the
term "preliminaiy" is used here because
quanttative tests to distnguish beteen
dust impac and plasma wave bums have
not been applied, and we have not inseted
dead-time correction. However, it can al-
ready be stated dtat the peak impact rate was
low (on the order of one hit cvery few
seconds). In fict, the profile in Fig. 6 is in
rough agreement with the "smae dust
envelope" reported earlier (16), and the lack
ofdeadaton in the ICE solar array output
is consistent with the low impact rate mea-
sured by the plasma wave ins e.

Condusio. Thcome lte
many i involng the
generation ofvarious plasma insbilities by
the interacto of newly ionizd coometary
gases with the solar wind (10). These pro-
posed instabiitics have diffeent fimctions;
some addess issues of ion momenium cou-
pling and somc are related to pn a
involving ionizaton and cr ng.
hre analysis esented he il-

lustras the imre degre to which
plasma physics phenomena ass with
such in lities and wave-partdc inteac-
to nsmdte the come-solar wind interac-
tion ovcr a region tt cxtends fir beyond
the visible comet boundary.
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